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This poster focus on the project called "Socioeconomic typology of the Metropolitan Area of Lisbon" analysis) that allowed this matrix to be reduced to 6 socio-economic area groups: urban thematic maps visible at a neighbourhood level for 2001. Users can also make their own evolution 

which was made using the smallest statistical geographical areas (a block of houses in urban areas) consolidated; unqualified (sub)urban; new suburban; qualified (sub)urban; rural and maps between 1991 and 2001.

and based on Census (2001;1991) results. precarious.There was a colour association with the kind of clusters represented so that it was 

possible to have a visual overview of the socioeconomic distribution just by looking at the map.To reduce the huge amount of data that is possible to get from the censuses, a set of indicators was 

built in order to represent the following issues: demography, economic activity, housing, mobility, The evolution between 1991 and 2001 was also analysed in such a way so that it was possible to say 

family structure, urbanisation; ageing, qualification, precariousness. that one specific area changed from yellow (rural) to light blue (qualified (sub)urban) signifying a 

qualification phenomena.The starting point was an information matrix with 750 000 cells: 25 000 lines (smallest areas) and 30 

indicators. The typology was built after the application of a multivariate analysis (factorial and cluster In addition: User-friendly CD-Rom with the main results of the project: an indicator system with 

Why two maps for each indicator? To have both an overview of the whole metropolitan area 

and a zoom of the most populated part (around the city of Lisbon)

Type of Univariate analysis: Besides the exploratory analysis with Box-plots, each indicator 

was portrayed in a thematic choropleth map.

Why 4 classes? On one hand, it is not necessary to have a great detail on the visual distribution 

of each indicator. On the other hand, it is an even number so it can be divided in two qualitative 

groups: High/Low

Which classification method? It depends on the data structure. For nearly symmetric distributions 

we used the average and standard error classification method. For asymmetric distributions we 

applied the Jenks method, known also as “Natural breaks”.

Type of Legend: Unipolar (colour+value) but with different legend titles

II. Univariate Analysis

III. Multivariate Analysis - Factor analysis
What was the result of factor analysis?  The data matrix was reduced in 6 components that 

explained 67,6% of the total variance. 

Which components describe the data? 
The most important is “

precariousness”.

renewal”, followed by 

“qualification”, “urbanisation”, “mobility”, 

“migration” and “

Aim of the maps  To have an overview of 

the distribution of each phenomenon 

on the territory.

:

Why 3 classes? 

An odd number 

allows an 

intermediate 

class (”neutral”) 

and focus on the 

positive, or negative, 

importance of the phenomenon. 

Which classification method? Since the 

components have a gaussian 

distribution, the component data results were 

divided in four groups by the quartile method. 

In the “urbanisation” component, for instance  The 1st quartile represents the rurality (blue fill) 

The 4th quartile refers to the presence of urbanisation (red fill) and the 2nd and 3rd quartile 

represents the  

symmetrical 

:

absence of the phenomenon (white fill).

Type of Legend: Bipolar legend - positive, neutral, negative meaning -  with the same legend titles.
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IV.a) Portrait of 2001
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Cluster characterisation: 
Each class was described by 2 dot 

graphs and a map where all the other 

clusters were white shaded. 
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Colour Description Areas

Urban consolidated 18%

Qualified (sub)urban 21%

New (sub)urban 10%

Unqualified (sub)urban 14%

Rural 32%

Precarious 5%

How many clusters? The 25 000 

smallest areas were grouped in 

6 clusters, each one with specific 

socioeconomic characteristics.

Colour choice: Warm colours for 

“less integrated” areas and cold 

colours for “more integrated” areas.

Legend ordering: 
First Urban, then Suburban 

and Rural but also 

Qualification before 

Precariousness.

Amadora

Almada

Lisboa

MAL = 
(22%)

More

Less

Municipality position regarding MAL
% population in Urban consolidated

Indicators position
respecting MAL average

New suburban 

characterisation

Socioeconomic typology

Colour Description Areas

More expressive 25%

Neutral 50%

Less expressive 25%

IV. Multivariate Analysis -  Cluster analysis

IV.b) Evolution between 1991 and 2001

The map on the left shows the areas that 

changed socioeconomic characteristics 

painted in black. 

Those who remained

 the same are painted 

with the same 

colour as before. 

The map on the right 

shows the areas that 

changed and also to which 

cluster they changed to. 

Those who remained in the 

same cluster are painted in white. 

Socioeconomic 
changing: 

For asymmetrical distributions...

Colour Description Example: % of rented dwellings

High More ownership (real estate)

Strong 50 - 75

Weak 25 - 50

Low More renting (lease)

Automóvel nas deslocações (%)

)
N
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For symmetrical distributions...

Colour Description Example: Average residents age

High Old people

Above the average Above the average (39 years)

Below the average Below the average (39 years)

Low Young people
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Remarks: 
1) Non residential areas are shaded in light grey

2) The territorial division was made taking into account the resident population: bigger areas have less 

people and smaller areas have more people - Therefore the visual effect given by the maps may be a 

problem to an innocent viewer but it is clear once you know how to look.

Evolution analysis...
During these 10 years, half of the territory has 

changed its socioeconomic characteristics. 

In this period it was visible a territory qualification 

and also a decrease of the rural areas: Integration is 

the keyword for this evolution. 

Different levels of suburbanisation arise in a 

territory less rural and more metropolitan 

(dependent from Lisbon). 

Winners - there are more areas classified as 

Qualified (sub)urban, New suburban and Urban 

consolidated in 2001 as compared to 1991.

Losers - In 2001 there are less areas classified 

as Unqualified (sub)urban, Rural and Precarious.
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